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Secrets Kept. Expectations Met. True Love Tested In The Grip of Mortality.Get your copy now and

you'll receive the complete 2 book series in one package.Owen Henderson's life is scripted it for

greatness.Palatial bachelor's pad? Check. Record-shattering sales figures on the job? Definitely.

Bevy of girlfriends? According to the rumors, yes. And he's not about to stop the gossip mill from

spinning, because his steamy menage a trois relationship with his best friend Derek and their

blazing hot girlfriend Adelaide is nobody's business, and neither is his bisexuality.But with Owen's

desire to keep them a secret, Derek sees trouble ahead, especially when Owen decides to throw an

anniversary party for his parents. What could go wrong? How about Owen's parents staying with

their son instead of a hotel?Now Owen has to keep up the charade of being single, which only

makes his mother more determined than ever to see him paired with the perfect match. It's

Adelaide's job to plan the anniversary party, but Mrs. Henderson has someone else in mind: Owen's

striking ex- girlfriend Scarlett. Adelaide faces stiff competition.Derek and Addie worry that Owen's

playboy reputation will tank their relationship, but Owen panics at the idea of his family learning

about his sexuality. Can this trio live with the inconvenient lie? Or, will their love go down in flames

when the truth comes out?Get 3 times the intensity, raw emotion and electrifying sex. This menage

a trois romance brings together enthralling storytelling and jaw-dropping scenes of physical love for

a climactic finish that will leave you absolutely drained. This standalone package contains a first

time gay/straight to gay experience between two friends who go on to share their love with a

woman, a satisfying HEA conclusion and some of the steamiest scenes you'll ever read.For a

limited time, you will get the full 2 book series in one package. Grab your copy today!
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Nicole NEVER disappoints! The first book was great, but this follow up- wow, did I thoroughly enjoy

it. Makes you go from glad to sad to happy, including a few tears. Loved it!! Thank you.Rec an ARC

for an honest review, then bought it for a permanent copy! So glad I did to, as it also contains the

first book. Nicole Stewart is awesome!

Such an amazing continuation of Becoming Derek. It picks up on Derek, Owen and Addie's lives,

showing that "happily ever after" requires work, commitment, trust and lots of love. And of course,

some amazing sex too! And no one writes MMF seduction and connection better than Nicole

Stewart! What I really loved about this story is how the characters all have easy times and

tumultuous times in this novel. They move through all of them with a range of emotions, and infused

in appropriate places with a little humor. What a great exploration of love, sense of worth and

self-esteem.I received an ARC in exchange for a fair and honest review.

Amazing! Nicole has done it again. The second book is better than the first one but you must read

both. I wanted to scream, hit and hug all the characters. These three are so much fun and so loving

it makes me want more to their story!! MUST READ!! I received the book as an ARC so that I would

give an honest review.

I received an ARC copy of this book.First let me start off by saying that I have a new respect for

Shea Butter soap and the pleasure & havoc it can cause. Holy Lipton!!Also never have I read an

author who gives a better description of her characters than Ms Stewart. So here's to Thunder,

Lightning & a Conductor.We meet our characters again a year after they have been dating & things

are going well. Owen & Derek are still living together in Owen's house & they are trying to convince

Addie to move in. There's even plenty of room for her father too. The only big issue is Owen's failure



to come out to his conservative family. All of this really comes to a head when Owen decides he

wants to throw his parents a huge 30th wedding anniversary party and asks Addie to plan it. His

parents decide to spend the week at his house instead of a hotel at the same time as Addie has

moved in. So what could go wrong?This book had my emotions all over the spectrum. One minute I

was cracking up laughing & the next I had tears in my eyes, the next I wanted to kick some

pompous bootie! What a fabulous read. Stewart not only hit this one out of the park but a few towns

over.

I received an arc for an honest review....then I bought it so I could keep it in my library. I loved this

story which is a continuation of Becoming Derek. So, if you haven't read Becoming, settle in and

read them both. How can a triad relationship work when the world doesn't always

understand....these 3 prove it can be done.....trust me, you want to read these books!

Amazing! Nicole has done it again and no surprises there. This book is amazing. I received this

book as an ARC so that I would give an honest review. I loved the book so much that I bought it so I

could read the second book. The emotions were overwhelming - wanting to knock some heads

together, wanting to scream and hug all the characters. I hope there is more because these

characters are so much fun and loving.

In my opinion I liked this sequel even more than the first book, everyone coming into their "own" and

taking ownership of their relationship this was such a great read you won't be disappointed

Received an ARC for an honest review. Three people â€“ one romance. The problem: one trying too

hard to make it work, one practically not trying at all and one desperately trying to mend the

differences. Addie, Derek and Owen, three distinctly different people from three distinctly different

life circumstances. Question: Can they make it work, can they blend three into one?? Can they push

past the harsh life situations that hamper their happiness? Does Owen finally own his sexuality and

still please his parents?? Youâ€™re going to have to read â€œEmbracing Derekâ€• to find out how

these three push hard to blend their lives and find lasting happiness. One heck of a story - I suggest

that you read Becoming Derek to fully understand Embracing Derek - they're both worth the read!
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